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Dear Parents/Carers

Roald Dahl Day – 29th January

As you may already know our topic this term is ‘Dahl’s Delights’ where we are learning all about Roald Dahl
and reading some of the books he has written.  As part of this topic we will be holding a Roald Dahl Day on
Friday 29th January where the children will have a whole day experiencing fun Roald Dahl themed activities.
We would love it if the children could come to school dressed as a character from a Roald Dahl book.  This
could be from a book we have read at school or a book they know from home.  There will be prizes awarded
for the best or most creative costumes.  Here are just a few ideas for dressing-up costumes based on Dahl's
many literary characters:-

The Twits - Find old baggy clothes, mess up the hair, add some facial hair (with cornflakes stuck into Mr
Twit's beard for some added 'Ew-factor') and add wooden walking sticks.

Willy Wonka - known for his vibrant clothing - find or make a cloak, find a large hat or make one from
cardboard and stick on sweets and lollies. A sawn down mop handle wrapped with tape makes a good cane.
Dress in colourful clothes and carry a tub of sweets and a golden ticket made from gold paper.

Charlie Bucket - Dress in old clothes - a stripy shirt and old trousers - and carry a golden ticket made from
gold paper and perhaps a Wonka Bar!

Golden Ticket - why not be a bit different and dress your child as a golden ticket? Cut out rectangle shapes
from a cardboard box and paint gold.  Make two holes in the cardboard box for the string to thread through
so he could wear the 'ticket' like a tabard.

Fantastic Mr Fox is another favourite - all you need is some brown clothes for the body, and perhaps a
dashing red jacket or waistcoat accessorised with a red neckerchief (he is rather dapper, after all). Face
paints can achieve suitably foxy features, while some cardboard ears stuck onto a hair band and a tail made
from a length of brown furry fabric and pinned to your child's back completes the look.

Oompa Loompa - dress in brown tops and white dungarees and add a green wig and face paints for an
orange face.



The BFG - buy a flesh coloured swimming hat or 'bald' hat (fancy dress shops sell these) and stick on cotton
wool or grey hair at the sides. If you can find some big ears then add those or make cardboard ears and stick
onto a headband. Dress in trousers (sew on patches), a white shirt and waistcoat, sandals and carry a
battered trumpet (if you can find one).

Sophie from the BFG - wear a white nightie or dress, add pigtails and round glasses.

Matilda - wear an old fashioned dress - a pinafore in a retro print or a denim pinafore works well. Add two
hair clips with ribbons.

James and the Giant Peach - wear a shirt, tie, school trousers and blazer and then make a giant peach from
cardboard (or if you have time a huge 3D one from papier-mache to carry).

Giant insects from the Giant Peach - choose from a ladybird, worm, grasshopper, centipede or spider. Red
clothes with black spots for a lady bird. Add feelers to a black hat or balaclava for the head. Tights stuffed
with cotton wool or newspaper make great spider legs.

The Enormous Crocodile - green clothes. Add a long green cape hanging down the back of the costume and
make it extra long so it forms a tail. A cardboard mask with egg boxes for the teeth.

There is no need for you to spend money on expensive costumes if you do not wish to.  Homemade
costumes are just as good and we know children have had great fun making them at home in previous
years! If you have any problems please do not hesitate to speak to your child’s class Teacher.

Many thanks again for your continued support.

Mrs A Kenning and Mrs L Baxter


